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Who is this me

I supposedly know,
live out of every day,
consider or reflect on
when time made available?

Who is this me …

of inwardly viewing
and outwardly seeing?

Who is this me …

I wear outside talking or chatting?

And who is the character or characters
within a mind of my own self, I sense,
not at all times of knowing?

                  -------0------
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he me, the you, the I am

who is in my head all knowing,
all clearly seeing and viewing –
the character within me,
my mind ever-flowing?
                  -------0------
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I am, it said so often
over those prior long and wearisome years.
And I replied,
as long and tiresome in saying frustratingly;
who is this voice inside my mind as You,
this constant referring of, I am to you?

I am the truth, way and light,

the source and power of a life on earth.
I am the endlessness or consciousness
of which is no end, but one and the same,
Omega and Alpha, Alpha and Omega,
the snake, the circle of an infinity –
the life of generations and too histories.

I am the voice as said
that comes and whispers thoughts
as in your head.

I am to all, the mind of a God,

a powerful expression of love …
as one is to a devoted friend
loyal and constant, caring and kind
to comfort when down, advice at any one time.

                  -------0------
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The value of a historical point of view
is what in essence I am to advise for you.
Who but the source in a life, all life as is
and unknown too, on the earth.

The facts are always clear
as an observer to yourself will show
who I am and have been
over those long arduous years.

People over centuries
now prefer to call upon this source
as of a God-like figure outside somewhere
but as you now have had experience to know
that of a force as God
is in, for each to learn of and grow.

People are humble and hellish as well.

People like to feel very important

and at times fall in love.
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But one thing is so very clear …

very little time is being spent
to know of oneself and become clear,
why the emotions of ages past still gain the power
as if a button rewinds and the hurt gone years prior
starts again as if a newly lit fire.
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Why no effort to address these painful past hurts
to make a judgment if now necessary
or can be placed as a learning
not to have regurgitating over again?

hy …
no time to love the life on earth,
short in a historical sense?
Why no love as is expressed toward oneself
as if of an inner life living respect?

Why no comfort by having time to reflect,
gain a form of appreciation
to value all of one’s life as a precious global aspect?

Why no love of those different
in shape or colour, belief or ideals?

hy …
no love as equal, all on the earth
as we the individual?
Why no promise to enjoy each day
toward learning about you
and your many creative and expressive ways?
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hy …
no gain, no more curiosity
about that voice, the ‘I am’ in you?

hy …
no love inside, humbly applied
by accepting no other but you on the planet
so perfectly formed without any flaws
because as you are learning each day
God as voice, expression and such
is where life is possible to turn hate to love?

                     -------0------
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hy … am I here today
chatting these words in form poetic each day?
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Because the world is in a free fall
has no mark or value of all …

all who are on earth this day;
all who have a right to earn,
live a life safely, earnestly, lovingly;
all who are of need, considered
and given as best toward their daily needs;

all who are to suffer un-necessarily,
to them support,
by not going out to affect them anymore.

But stand tall … so no victim at all,
no violence or mistreatment.
Show them another way to love oneself
so no hatred at all.

                   -------0------
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I am the deliverer of news in need,
advice at speed,
love when needed to comfort in words of worth
and to let one know that earth is to learn to heal,
live in peace harmoniously
and live as if no more tomorrows –

so benefit the days left with ease
to allow the time to value more
and listen to the, I am, voice inside of you.

I am the voice in time, historically.
I travel over centuries.
I am the article of earthly advice.
I am the source for a God-type, inward advice.

I am the shelter, the rock, the solid ground
when all around is falling and tearing,
destroying or un-sound.
I am the loyal companion to all.

I am in fact the consciousness, the all …
all who are to live,
all who are and have since died a physical death
but in mind to a mind still alive as lived.
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the connection
a mind to a mind
consciousness thread …

thread in terms of a link
to provide a learning about a life lived
and all possible potentialities and skills
often latent but in need.

I am, you are, all the world
no more and no less.
Just an article, a seed
of all that is
of a possible strength to survive,
learn and live - in far more ease.

                             -------0------
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So lighten up, calm the seas,
look toward a peace-loving type
not hatefulness and ill-at-ease.

Look toward love as life to learn

not all is of what you get
but in how you receive, adjust
and eventually learn …
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God as a speck of inner knowing
is what you are in each day you accept
that each breath is as a path to know -

life, all life is what you do give
and truth is who, when time,
is what you then receive.

is the whole
and inside the mind
God as seed is there
to grow as sow to know -

no other but you, as you,
uniquely designed
have the grace to be loved
as no other your kind.

                         -------0------
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ake care,

God breathes,
expresses and shows,
through the word as truth,
so think more and kindly go.

                              -------0------
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Reflection:
     So be at peace with who you are
     as there is no other time but in the now

     and in the now is where you are
     so be grateful to have survived this far.

                           -------0------
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